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 Do you agree or disagree with the following statement: “All women eventually 
become just like their mother.” 

 
Most Americans think women can avoid becoming just like their moms. 
 
According to most Americans, all women are not destined to follow in their mother’s 
footsteps.  While 23% agreed with the statement that all women become just like their 
mother, three in four said this was not true.  There is little difference by age or gender. 
 
Better educated Americans are less likely to be fatalistic on this matter.  While 26% of 
Americans without a college degree said that all women eventually become just like their 
mother, this percentage drops to 20% for those with college degrees and 14% for those 
with some post graduate studies. 
 

“All Women Eventually Become Their Mothers” 
   Total   No  College Post 
   Respondents  Degree Degree Grads 
Agree   23%   26%  20%  14% 
Disagree  74   72  78  83 
 

 Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? – “A good woman is hard 
to find” 

 
Most men think a good woman is hard to find, though women aren’t so sure. 
 
Most Americans think a good woman is hard to find.  Overall, 57% of Americans think 
so, though women are not as likely to say so as men.  While six in 10 men think a good 
woman is hard to find, just half of women agree. 
 

“A Good Woman is Hard to Find” 
     Total  Men Women 
   Agree  57%  63% 50% 
   Disagree 42  35 48 
 
Those having trouble finding a good woman may want to head west.  While Americans 
in most areas of the country tend to think a good woman is hard to find, Americans who 
live in the West are divided. 
 

“A Good Woman is Hard to Find” 
  Total  Northeast Midwest South  West 
Agree  57%  59%  59%  58%  49% 
Disagree 42  40  40  39  49 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 Which type of woman would you say is more desirable overall – one who is 
sweet and innocent, or one who is bold and experienced? 

 
For women, being bold may be better than being sweet. 
 
For women, being sweet seems to be out of style, while being bold is in.  55% of 
Americans said a woman who was bold and experienced was more desirable overall 
than one who was sweet and innocent.  Majorities of both men and women of all ages 
agree that bold and experienced is more desirable, though women are less likely than 
men to have an opinion on the matter. 
 

Which Type of Woman is More Desirable? 
     Total  Men Women 
 Sweet and innocent  33%  37% 29% 
 Bold and experienced  55  54 56  
 Don’t know/refused  11    8 14 
 
Americans of all political persuasions prefer a woman who is bold and experienced, but 
Democrats (63%) and liberals (67%) are more likely to say so than Republicans (48%) 
and conservatives (51%). 
 

 Which one of the following roles would you be MOST/LEAST comfortable having 
a woman in?  

 
More Americans would rather a woman care for their health than their car. 

 
When Americans were asked which of five roles they would be most comfortable having 
a women fill, their doctor was the top choice, picked by nearly half (48%). A distant 
second choice was their financial planner (18%), followed by their boss (11%), their car 
mechanic (3%), and their contractor (2%), though another 12% volunteered that they 
would be equally comfortable having a woman in any of these roles.  Both men and 
women picked doctor first. 
 
Conversely, their car mechanic was the role more Americans (33%) said they’d be 
LEAST comfortable having a woman in, ahead of their contractor (13%), their boss 
(12%), their financial planner (8%), and their doctor (6%).   

 
Role You Would be Most/Least Comfortable 

Having Filled by a Woman 
    Most Comfortable  Least Comfortable 
    Total  Men Women Total Men Women 
Your doctor   48% 43% 52%    6%   7%   5% 
Your financial planner  18 24 11    8   9   8 
Your boss   11 13   9  12 12 13 
Your car mechanic    3   4   1  33 37 28 
Your contractor    2   3   1  13 13 13 
All equally (vol.)  12   7 17  10   8 12 
 
 
 
 



 Which one of the following U.S companies has a female CEO? 
 
Few Americans know that PepsiCo is run by a woman. 
 
It may be one of the largest food and beverage companies in the world, but very few 
Americans know that PepsiCo is run by woman.  Although Indian-born businesswoman 
Indra Nooyi has been named one of the 10 most powerful women in the world by Forbes 
magazine every year since she became CEO of PepsiCo in 2006, just 7% correctly 
identify PepsiCo as the company that has a female CEO.  Instead, more Americans 
guess Amazon (19%) and Macy’s (18%), while another 7% pick Walgreens, and 5% pick 
Nike.  44% say they don’t know which of these five companies has a female CEO. 
 

Which U.S. Company Has a Female CEO? 
     Total  Men Women 
  Amazon  19%  19% 18% 
  Macy’s   18  20 17 
  Walgreens    7    8    6 
  Pepsi     7    8   6 
  Nike     5    6   4 
  Don’t know/refused 44  39 48 
 

 Which one of the following qualities do you think is most important for a woman 
to have? 

 
Most Americans think it’s more important for a woman to have brains over beauty, 
though being a good mother tops the list. 
 
Forget brains or beauty – Americans pick being a good mother as their top choice as the 
most important quality for a woman to have.  39% say being a good mother is most 
important, ahead of brains (33%), and having a sense of humor (17%).  Physical beauty 
ranks last on this list of six qualities with just 1% - behind the ability to cook (3%) and 
having a healthy sex drive (3%).   
 
Men and women - as well as both parents and non-parents – all rank being a good 
mother as the most important quality for a woman to have. 
 

Most Important Quality for a Woman to Have 
     Total  Men Women 
 Being a good mother  39%  38% 39% 
 Brains    33  30 35 
 A sense of humor  17  18 17 
 The ability to cook    3    4   3 
 A healthy sex drive    3    4   1 
 Physical beauty    1    2  --* 
 *Less than .5% 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 If you could marry one of these television characters, who would you be most 
likely to choose? 

 
Penny from “The Big Bang Theory” is the TV character more men would like to marry. 

 
Judging by who they pick as a fictional television bride, many men would rather marry 
someone who is approachable or feisty over someone who is highly educated or has a 
career.  College dropout and aspiring actress Penny from The Big Bang Theory is the 
top choice from a list of current television characters as a marriage prospect (23%), 
while Columbian-born stay-at-home-mom Gloria Delgado Pritchett from Modern Family 
(11%) comes in second. 
 
Better educated and more career-minded female characters are lower on the list. 
Attorney and working mom Alicia Florrick from The Good Wife and head screen writer 
Liz Lemon from 30 Rock tied for third place at 8% each, while political consultant Olivia 
Pope from Scandal gets only 4%.  Megan Draper – the secretary who snagged her boss 
in Mad Men – is last at 3%, though four in 10 men either had no answer or volunteered 
that they wouldn’t marry any of these characters. 
 
Penny is the clear favorite of men between 18 and 54, while older men are divided 
between Penny and Alicia Florrick. 

 
Which Television Character Would You Most Like to Marry? 

(Among men) 
      Total  18-34 35-54 55-64 65+ 
Penny (The Big Bang Theory)  23%  28% 28% 10% 14% 
Gloria Delgado-Pritchett (Modern Family) 11  17 10   6   3 
Alicia Florrick (The Good Wife)    8    3   8 10 14 
Liz Lemon (30 Rock)      8  12   7   5   4 
Olivia Pope (Scandal)      4    4   3   8   3  
Megan Draper (Mad Men)     3    3   1   5   4  
None of them (vol.)    21  14 16 35 29 
Don’t know/refused    23  20 27 21 29 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 Imagine that you’ve found the perfect woman, and you asked her what her 
favorite movie was. Which one of the following favorite movies would be most 
likely to be a deal breaker? 

 
If their perfect woman’s favorite movie was Fatal Attraction or Twilight, it might cause 
many men to reconsider. 
 
If they met “the perfect woman” and then found out her favorite movie was Fatal 
Attraction, it might give some men pause.   25% of men said that Fatal Attraction – in 
which an infidelity goes very wrong for a married man – would be the movie most likely 
to be the “deal breaker” if it were their perfect woman’s favorite movie, closely followed 
by the teen vampire romance Twilight (21%), the period romance The Notebook (11%), 
and the romantic comedy How to Lose a Guy in 10 Days (10%).  Tear-jerker Steel 
Magnolias and 2012’s Spring Breakers bottom out the list at 8% each. 
 
Men under 35 would be most likely to call it off with their perfect woman if Twilight were 
her favorite, while for older men, Fatal Attraction is more of a deal-breaker. 
 

Which Favorite Movie Would Make  
the Perfect Woman no Longer Perfect? 

(Among men) 
      Total  18-34 35-54 55-64 65+ 
 Fatal Attraction   25%  18% 32% 26% 24% 
 Twilight    21  30 17 17 10 
 The Notebook    11  17 11   7   2 
 How to Lose a Guy in 10 Days 10  10   8 12 11 
 Steel Magnolias     8    5   9   6 18 
 Spring Breakers     8  11   7   8   3 
 Don’t know/Refused   17    9 17 25 31 
 

 Which of the following would your ideal woman be LEAST likely to do …? 
 
The ideal woman is not a smoker. 
 
If the classic Hollywood femme fatale of the film noir era was ever the ideal woman, she 
may not be any more.  When thinking about their ideal woman, 34% of men say she 
would be least likely to smoke, topping a list of vices that might mar her image.  A distant 
second on the list is getting plastic surgery (17%), followed by over eating (11%), 
gossiping (10%), drinking (8%), owning cats (8%), and cursing (6%).  Smoking is the top 
choice of men of all age groups. 
 

Your Ideal Woman is Least Likely to… 
(Among men) 

     Total  18-34 35-54 55-64 65+ 
 Smoke    34%  35% 35% 37% 28% 
 Get plastic surgery  17  29 11 12 12 
 Over-eat   11  11 10 13 15 
 Gossip    10    4 14 12 12 
 Drink      8    9   8   6 10 
 Own cats     8    7   8   8   9 
 Curse      6    1   9   6   9 



 Which one of the following would you be most willing to give up in order to have 
the perfect woman…? 

 
Most men would be reluctant to trade their mom for the perfect woman. 
 
When it comes to giving something up in order to have the perfect woman, few men 
would be willing to put their mom at the top of a list of potential sacrifices.  Just 6% say 
they would be most willing to give up their mom, last in a list whose top choices were 
their religion (20%), their friends (17%), or their career (15%).  In fact men are twice as 
likely to give up their home (12%) or ten years from their life (12%) than they would be to 
give up their mom (6%).   
 

Which Would You Be Most Willing to Give up for the Perfect Woman? 
(Among men) 

     Total  18-34 35-54 55-64 65+  
 Your religion   20%  28% 13% 15% 20% 
 Your friends   17  16 19 24   9 
 Your career   15  14 20 14   6 
 10 Years from your life 12  15 14   3 13 
 Your home   12  16   8 12 12 
 Your mother     6    2 12   3   6 
 None of them   14    6 13 26 24 

 
 

______________________________________________________________________ 
This poll was conducted by telephone from June 12-16, 2013 among 1,017 adults nationwide. 
Data collection was conducted on behalf of CBS News by Social Science Research Solutions of 
Media, PA.  Phone numbers were dialed from samples of both standard land-line and cell 
phones.  The error due to sampling for results based on the entire sample could be plus or minus 
3 percentage points. The error due to sampling for results based on male respondents could be 
plus or minus 4 percentage points.  The error for other subgroups may be higher.  Interviews 
were conducted in English and Spanish.  This poll release conforms to the Standards of 
Disclosure of the National Council on Public Polls.



60 Minutes/Vanity Fair Poll 
June 12-16, 2013 
 
01. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement: “All women eventually become just like their mother.” 
 
     TOTAL RESPONDENTS 
      *** Gender ***  ************ Education ************ 
     Total Men Women  No Degree College Grad Post Grad 
      %  %  %   %    %   % 
Agree     23 24 23  26  20  14 
Disagree    74 72 76  72  78  83 
Don’t know/refused     2   4   1    2   2    3 
 
02. Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? – “A good woman is hard to find”. 
 
        ****************** Region ******************* 
        Northeast Midwest South  West 
          %    %    %    %    
Agree     57 63 50 59  59  58  49 
Disagree    42 35 48 40  40  39  49  
Don’t know/refused     2   2   2   1    1    3    2 
 
03. Which type of woman would you say is more desirable overall – one who is sweet and innocent, or one who is 
bold and experienced? 
 
Sweet and innocent   33 37 29 
Bold and experienced   55 54 56 
Don’t know/refused   11   8 14 
 
04. Which one of the following roles would you be MOST comfortable having a woman in?  
 
Your doctor    48 43 52 
Your car mechanic     3   4   1 
Your financial planner   18 24 11 
Your contractor      2   3   1 
Your boss    11 13   9 
Trust all equally  (Vol.)   12   7 17 
None (Vol.)      2   1   3 
Don’t know/refused     4   4   5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



05. Which one of the following roles would you be LEAST comfortable having a woman in? 
 
     TOTAL RESPONDENTS 
      *** Gender ***  
     Total Men Women  
Your doctor      6   7   5 
Your car mechanic   33 37 28 
Your financial planner     8   9   8 
Your contractor    13 13 13 
Your boss    12 12 13 
Comfortable with all equally (Vol.) 10   8 12 
None (Vol.)    12   8 16 
Don’t know/refused     5   5   5 
 
06. Which one of the following U.S companies has a female CEO…? 
 
Walgreens      7   8   6 
Macy’s     18 20 17 
Amazon    19 19 18 
Pepsi       7   8   6 
Nike       5   6   4 
Don’t know/refused   44 39 48 
 
07. Which one of the following qualities do you think is most important for a woman to have? 
 
The ability to cook     3   4   3 
A healthy sex drive     3   4   1 
Being a good mother   39 38 39 
Physical beauty      1   2   * 
Brains     33 30 35 
A sense of humor   17 18 17 
Don’t know/refused     4   4   4 
*Less than 0.5% 

 
08. If you could marry one of these television characters, who would you be most likely to choose? 
 
      *************** MEN *************** 
        ********* Age ********* 
      Total  18-34 35-54 55-64 65+ 
       %    %   %   %   % 
Alicia Florrick from “The Good Wife”    8    3   8 10 14  
Olivia Pope from “Scandal”     4    4   3   8   3 
Gloria Delgado-Pritchett from “Modern Family” 11  17 10   6   3     
Liz Lemon from “30 Rock”     8  12   7   5   4  
Megan Draper from “Mad Men”    3    3   1   5   4 
Penny from “The Big Bang Theory”  23  28 28 10 14 
None of them (Vol.)    21  14 16 35 29 
Don’t know/refused    23  20 27  21 29 



09. Imagine that you’ve found the perfect woman, and you asked her what her favorite movie was. Which one of the 
following favorite movies would be most likely to be a deal breaker?  
 
      *************** MEN *************** 
        ********* Age ********* 
      Total  18-34 35-54 55-64 65+ 
       %    %   %   %   % 
The Notebook     11  17 11   7   2 
Steel Magnolias       8    5   9   6 18 
Spring Breakers       8  11   7   8   3 
How to Lose a Guy in 10 Days   10  10   8 12 11 
Twilight      21  30 17 17 10 
Fatal Attraction     25  18 32 26 24 
Don’t know/refused    17    9 17 25 31 
 
10. Which of the following would your ideal woman be LEAST likely to do …? 
 
Smoke      34  35 35 37 28 
Drink        8    9   8   6 10 
Curse        6    1   9   6   9 
Over-eat     11  11 10 13 15 
Gossip      10    4 14 12 12 
Get plastic surgery    17  29 11 12 12 
Own cats        8    7   8   8   9 
Don’t know/refused      5    3   5   6   6 
 
11. Which one of the following would you be most willing to give up in order to have the perfect woman…? 
 
10 years from your life    12  15 14   3 13 
Your friends     17  16 19 24   9 
Your career     15  14 20 14   6 
Your mother       6    2 12   3   6  
Your home     12  16   8 12 12 
Your religion     20  28 13 15 20 
None of them (vol.)    14    6 13 26 24 
Already have the perfect woman (vol.)     *    *   *   2   1 
Don’t know/refused       3    2   2   2 10 
*Less than 0.5% 

 

 
 
 
 
Total Respondents: 1,017 
Total Men:     514  


